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About This Game

In a world of growing xenophobia, Scotsmen living abroad fear for their right to practice their culture. Already, reports are
emerging of foreign governments and vigilantes shutting down the haggis factories that were once the lifeblood of local Scottish

communities. One Scotsman has the power to stand up to the world. His name is Alfredo.

A humble barman from Northern Scotland, Alfredo rose to prominence when he conquered England, Wales, and Ireland, after
the English cricket team and a group of Irish potato farmers trashed his pub. Taking on the whole world however, will not be so

easy. So Alfredo gathers together the finest fighting Scotsmen and sets forth in his Bagpipe Airship, on a mission to liberate
global Scottish communities, one haggis factory at a time.

Fight 24 zany enemies, from gun-toting Rednecks to Kangaroo Riding Aussie Shielas in bikinis.
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Face down 6 evil bosses, including Napoleon, Mussolini and Oda Nobunaga.

Build 12 types of towers, from the traditional Scottish Porridge Cannon, to the foreign French Fondue Hose.

Command 7 hero characters, including Alfredo, and foreign heroes such as Julius Caesar and Buddha.

Fight through the 24 level campaign, or stage your ultimate battle in skirmish mode.

Operate the Kilt-Lift-O-Matic, which provides a strong updraft for Scotsmen to descend from the Bagpipe Airship using
their kilts as parachutes.

Capture and hold oat fields to produce porridge to feed your army.

Purchase upgrades for your Scotsmen and towers using money earned during levels.
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Title: Defend the Highlands: World Tour
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Kilted Camel
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2, or higher

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Video Card with 512 Mb Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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First review ive ever written. Best game ive ever played. Hands down 5\/7! Bang for the buck.

I hope there will be a DLC, and a "The Juicer 2 - Revenge of the pumpkins"

. more areas more enimies more fun. I'm glad I picked this title up at one of the sales - it was a great historical mystery with
many twists and turns and my inner historian was quite intrigued by the subject of King Ludwig II. I also appreciated that the
hidden object scenes and puzzles were a little challenging, as in, you really have to look and sometimes use objects from your
own inventory to access items in the puzzle. The mini games were a good challenge, though I admit to skipping some of them
out of frustration... Besides the hidden object scenes, I enjoyed the 'hacker' challenges the most.

I did wonder whether I should've tried to play it in German simply for language study's sake, seeing as it was set in Germany and
many of the inventory maps included German keywords... Something to try next time.. After buying this pack, I cant honestly
Justify recommending the price point to other players.
Its got some neat items but the equipment involved is a downgrade to the Sports bundle.

The Advanced Licenses should be a token to be used. Having all 3 run down as soon as you buy this is an incredible waste of
value.. To me, The Spatials is a good alternative to Spacebase DF-9.
I really enjoyed building my base in The Spatials, receiving visitors and meeting different kind of "races" with specific needs.
The game can be repetitive but it always gives back good rewards (new buildings, rooms, products, planets, missions...). I had a
great time playing it and i think i will play it again from time to time.. I like it but how do i install?
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Phantasma does an excellent job at capturing a very unique but creepy atmosphere. There are no jump scares per say but the
foreboding feeling you get traversing though the puzzles laid out was very unique and worthwhile indeed. The dark narrative is
reminiscent of other horror games I've tried but very stand alone in its own respect.

The puzzles themselves are challenging while not impossible. There is also a hint feature now if you do happen to get stuck.

The choice in locomotion is a huge plus catering to the players comfort level.

I still have not finished the game but so far I'm around 3 hours in and very pleased with the experience. Highly recommended!.
Don't Buy this game if you dont know how to HAK! YOU BEST BE A UBER HAXOR! :D. The idea of experiencing a game
from a playtester perspective is one, that made me curious. Sadly, this one can't keep up. Instead of checking the gameworld for
inconsistencies and problems, that might arise of oversights and unexpected player behaviour (maybe even with occasional
updates, that fix some errors and implement a few new ones), this game is rather a lineup of minitasks with each ending on a
bug.
While the pricing is a reason to keep expectations low, being led through short levels, where instead of a victory screen the
reward is a bug report, does neither feel satisfying as a game nor as a testing simulation. Also the graphics make me motion sick.

This could have been good. But to get there, one would need to create the whole game anew.. Decent game,
But dead on arrival.. Cute little HOG. Perfect for perhaps playing with kids. Some of the puzzles are surprisingly difficult
considering the age of the market that the game seems to be aimed at and younger players will need assistance in places.
Overall, the game is nicely presented with strong voiceovers, sound effects and music. The graphics fit the setting and my one
gripe is that the HO scenes seem to be lower definition that the rest of the game, making finding some objects more difficult
than need be, due to low detailing.
Having said that, if you can deal with the "Disney Princess" theme and story, it's a solid HOG, even for more experienced
players.. This is an exceptional, slow-paced puzzle\/platformer for gamers of all skill levels.
The gameplay is solid, the story is simple, and the music is excellent.
If you like to challenge your puzzle-solving skills, give this game a go.. Pac-man with shooter dynamics tackled on... the big
drawback is the muddy graphics make it more of a chore to play than it should be. The game would benefit if it was just a pure
top down 2D game instead of using its ugly 3D isometric view.

Otherwise for 2 quarters might be worth looking into if the base gameplay sounds at all appealing to you.. Literally the worst
game I have played in my entire life.

10/10
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